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PRACTISING DEMOCRATIC FOREIGN POLICY:

DFAIT'S CONSULTATIONS WITH CANADIANS

by

John B. Hay

*foreign policy is no longer the exclusive domain ofgovernments."
The Honourable Lloyd Axworthy

is now settled: Canadian foreign policy is to be formulated,
il participation of the Canadian people. And it is a principle well

life. First, the security, prosperity and democratic values of

id jeopardized by what happens beyond our borders and shores.
iny other governent can pursue those interests alone-or even
ýcessfiil exercise of foreign policy is now a collaboration of



arise. The test ofa successful consultation is not the format but the outcome. And one ofthe essential
outcomes-the mark of best practices-is the establishment of lasting relationships among
consultation participants. Successful consultations foster relationships between DFAIT and the
organizations is consults with. No less important, consultation fosters relationships among those
organizations themselves.

The nature of these relationships, and the kinds of consultations undertaken, interact
powerfully with the policy questions being addressed. As one NGO operative observed in an
interview, areas of agreement between DFAIT and NGOs tend to inspire informal, supportive and
informative contacts-easy conversations, frequent phone calls, timely e-mails. Areas of
disagreement, predictably, generate more formal, less frequent, and more strained consultation
patterns and relationships.

It is precisely in these areas of disagreement (trade, noticeably) where relationship-building
is hardest and most valuable. Good relationships pay off for all participants because they can
withstand the stresses of disagreement. When good intentions and good practice converge,
experience proves that DFAIT-NGO relationships can endure even total disagreement on the
particulars of an issue, and survive to function productively in pursuit of shared objectives. (This is
why multistakeholder meetings, awkward at the start, can help both to introduce contending interests
to each other and to involve all parties in a continuous collaboration with the department.)

Another word for this relationship-building is engagement. True consultation does notjust
mean talking to NGOs, or listening passively. It means developing sustained partnerships of policy
advocacy, analysis and operations. Partnerships like that can sometimes form over a cup of coffee.
They are often felt most strongly in the confusions and exhaustion of a big international conference.
They can extend to the field, where NGOs and governments cooperate in the work of
implementation. In the end, these partnerships define consultation more than any single episode of
dispute or agreement.



Consultation supplies the department with otherwise inaccessible information and advice,

on everything from the implications of stumpage fees and beef hormones to copyright law and the

protection of war-affected children. As foreign policy grows more complex and more extensively

embedded in the daily lives of Canadiens, and as Canadians form deeper understandings of events

outside the country, consultation becornes the best meens, sometimes the only meens, of gathening

and integrating vast amounts of unfaniiliar knowledge. (Added advantage: NGOs carry an

institutional memory often lost in a rotational, short-staffed department.)

Consultation informs the public. So doing, it reinforces policy decisions with the

understanding and legitimacy that only trensparency and accountability can ereate. Policy becomes

more durable, its costs reduced and more readily accepted. Information is the cominon currency of

coalitions-the necessary alliances by which the department mobilizes opinion and executes policy

in partnership with NOOs in Canada and abroad. Information (when it is reliable and trusted) serves

also to subdue hostility even among those who remain critical of a policy or project. When skeptics

are fully informned of the pros and cons and compromises of policy, they are more likely to accept

its legitimacy, if not its wisdom.
Consultation greatly strengthens the Department of Foreign Affairs in its struggles with other

depertments in the govemnment, and wýith other governments. To make an argument about global

werming or the operations of the International Moneteiy Fund, or human rights ini China or labour
1-*--1- - A... -: Nr% A TT nprI thi çtrfpnçyth nfnIlMhe>r- 2nd the sunnortive advice it cen



suspicion and resentment. On both sides.

"Nothing is just trade."

The department's capacity for consultation, and the conimitment of its senior management
to the obligations of consultation, are tested now most severely in the conduct of trade policy. From
APEC in Vancouver to, the World Trade Organization in Seattle to the intended Free Trade Area of
the Aniericas, trade policy has aroused on aIl sides animosities of mistrust, uncertainty and
fr-ustration. This is not a mere failure of effort; ini fact, Trade Polîcy officers have spent
unprecedented energies opening the policy process to parties beyond the department's traditianal.
business "clientele." The worst problems here are institutional and political, and they are rooted ini
a puzzle the department has yet to solve.

The Duzzle is this: How can DFAIT intep-rate non-trade issues. interests and obiectives into



conimitment to consultation, transparency and accountabilitY. Yet there is no strategic, overail

framnework to activate and coordinate DFAIT's consultation performance. Neither (except in the

longer hours worked by the relatively few officers personally charged with consultation duties) is

there evidence of significant new resources directed to consultation. To declare the high importance

of consulting Canadians, and then flot to practise the principle, does look like a kind of structural

hypocrisy.
That is the experience that many NGO representatives and others report-a recurring failure

by the department, notwithstanditig good intentions among individual officers, to deliver on the

rhetorical promise. This will undermine the credibility of the department and its ministers. And it

will perpetuate spirals of suspicion, missed opportunîties and disappointment.

A contrarian's view

Lt is just possible that all the foregoing is fashionable bunkum. "I have two clients, namnely,

my two ministers,"~ declares a very experienced member of the department. His critique of the

consultation model is both practical and principled. In practice, he sees multistakeholder meetmngs

specifically as generally futile; they do not, he thinks, efficiently contribute to good policy. "There

are those who govern and those who oppose, and NGOs are part of the opposition." And in principle,

he argues, consultation threatens to undercut parliamentary democracy: When there is no settled

agreement on a question, it should be decided on Parliament Hill and not lefi to be canvassed by

public servants. It is only technical detail that belongs with public servants-reporting not to the

public but to ministers.
This is probably wrong. Consultation is complementary to parliamentary procedures, and

does not replace them. A lively democracy is flot defined only by elections (which confer uncertain

mandates at best), or even by the work of the Conixons and its coninittees. Lt is characterized by

n týnlFnnll fliilrçp nf citizens with their government. As a practical matter, fijrthermore, many



2. The department should establish a small "office of consultation." This unit would supply
administrative support to other DFAIT divisions-freeing themn from logistics and administration
ofien beyond their normal competence, and reducing the waste of compiling and maintaining
multiple overlapping lists of individuals, groups and organizations involved in consultations. The
office could operate databases, provide logistical and secretarial services for consultation events, and
develop an integrated "best practices" catalogue for use across the departmnent. It would not, itself,
conduct consultations; that is the work of line divisions. Nor should the office be connected (or
confused) with the Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development. The Centre's own mandate
requires a fluency in policy content, and an independence, fromn which arises its singular value.By
contrast, the office of consultation should be fully integrated into the organization of the departmnent,
giving specialist administrative support. The costs of the office would be offset by savings in other
divisions, and would be repaid in better consultation performance. As an alternative -- or in addition
-- divisions should each designate officers responsible for the administrative support of
consultations; these officers collectively would constitute a departmental committee on consultation
practices and administration.

3. The department should accelerate reporting and other formns of follow-up with.participants
aller consultations. lIn the cases of the Seattle WTO and Toronto FTAA ministerial meetings, as
examples, NGO participants otherwise impressed by DFAJT's efforts were discouraged by what they
counted as inadequate after-the-fact reporting. There is a feeling among NGOs that their views went
unheeded even when thev were heard-or at least went unanswered. Insufficient follow-utn



and cross-cutting domestic and transborder interests-the more necessary transparency will prove

to be. Furtive deal-making nowadays will always be defeated by other parties, accident, and the

Internet.

6. The department should do more to facilitate NGO collaboration flot just for the big

conferences but in the routines ofDFAIT operations. Among present good practices worth enlarging:

informai, quarterly conference caîls between the department and NGOs around Ainericas issues; the

network of cooperation being developed in the Peacebuilding and Human Security Division; and the

potentially interactive (and already busy) "Trade Negotiations and Agreements" site on the web (at

www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca/tna-nac). Consultation needs to become more or-dinary, less exceptional, to

become more systematic and productive.

7. The democratic right to a say in powerful institutions does not stop at the border. UFAIT

should redouble efforts to open multilateral institutions and processes to transparency and

accountability. Skilful and determîned Canadian diplomacy has gone some way, for instance, in

reforming Organization of American States and Americas Summit procedures. These are not changes

that appeal instantly to authorities in countries where relations between "civil society," governments

and legisiators remain contentious and ambiguous. (The phrase "civil society" isjust as overused and

unclear abroad as in Canada, and should be avoided where clarity matters.) But these reformns are

important nonetheless. WTO and FTAA negotiations in particular will need a far greater

transparency if they are ever to attract the popular support necessary in Canada or anywhere else.

8. Finally, it is past time now to advance beyond the rudiments of consultation-to secure real

and productive engagement between DFAIT and the Canadian public. Engagement begins with

transparency and dialogue, an exchange of learning. But NGOs can also become effective partniers

as policy implementers. Besides educating DFAIT itself, NGOs can be agents of public education

and mobilization, coalition-builders abroad, and uniquely qualified collaborators on the ground,

i-,-neia1lv in cacacitv-voor developing countries. These are the partnerships that can give full effect
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